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Children come to a nursery with the intention of having fun and meeting more kids their age;
building bonds with friends and educators alike. Education imparted at most nurseries in Dubai is
done so with the help of play; play which secretly involves learning, making it fun to learn. Children
are often kept in groups at a nursery and taught together but always need the love, attention and
affection that they can absorb from others around them.

Teachers and educators must also be around when children play and pay attention to every detail;
keeping in mind a childâ€™s growth both physical and mental. This helps an educator work on a childâ€™s
growth helping them view, analyse and act in case a child is falling back or is in need of special
attention. Children often get distracted and take off on a different path which is why teachers need
to be aware of this and guide them back so that they do not get stranded in the later stages of their
lives.

Personal attention in the form of an assessment will also help a teacher give a better feedback
when they meet a childâ€™s parents. This assessment in turn gives parents a better idea and may point
out flaws that parents themselves may have not noticed when the child is at home. Hence giving
personal attention to a child benefits the child, the educator and the parents keeping all involved.

The Kensington British Nursery in Dubai understands that each child is an individual and with this in
mind they conduct a personal development assessment for each child when they join the nursery in
order to structure their activities appropriately. Throughout their stay, the child is continually
monitored and their achievements, recognised against a set of early learning goals. For pre-school
stage students, The Kensington allows parent/teacher conferences and for all students biâ€“annual
written reports. Parents are encouraged to seek advice and discuss any concerns they may have
with regards to their childâ€™s development, with their class teacher.

To know more about The Kensington and their nursery at the Dubai Silicon Oasis and the nursery at
Umm Sequim, kindly visit them online at: http://www.thekensingtonnursery.com/
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